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Col. Alain Corvez is an interna-
tional consultant and former Coun-
sellor for the French Defense and 
Interior Ministries. This is a sum-
mary report of his speech, which 
was presented in French on Panel 
1, June 30, 2018.

Speaking in French, Col. 
Corvez said at the start that he felt 
much inspired by all the previous 
speakers, that particularly Senator 
Black’s remarks reflected an “ex-
treme reality” which poses the 
main problem. Trump is chal-
lenged by the Deep State in the 
United States, the covert oligar-
chy which forced him to continue the military inter-
ventions, this being a brutal policy which is not in the 
interest of the real Europe—which de Gaulle called 
the “Europe of the Nations.” The European Union of 
today is a technocratic, supranational regime. For 
France, the question is when will France finally de-
nounce Saudi Arabia and Qatar for their aggressive 
policies in the Mideast, against Syria and Yemen? The 
sanctions against Iran which the EU decreed are also 
not in the real European interest, because the Euro-
peans have to cooperate with Iran and with Russia. 
The sanctions have not had the planned effect on Iran 

because the Iranian nation sup-
ports its government.

On the North Korean problem, 
the Singapore Summit between 
Trump and Kim Jong-un is opening 
the door to demilitarization and de-
nuclearization of the Korean Pen-
insula, which is a break from the 
last years of aggressive and brutal 
policy against other nations by the 
United States. This shows that nei-
ther confrontation nor war solve 
problems: solution can only come 
from dialogue. A rapprochement is 
under way, with South Korea 
moving closer to cooperation with 
Russia and China. India and Japan 

are also reviewing their policies in the region. Although 
there are still many problems, the world is on its way 
toward a future without the nuclear Damocles’ Sword 
that is still threatening all of humanity today. The recent 
SCO summit presented a healthy alternative to the G-7 
Summit of the Old Paradigm powers. That summit rep-
resented 42% of the world population, opting for peace, 
cooperation and development. De Gaulle once said in a 
1964 speech to Mexican students, that if the threat of 
nuclear obliteration can be averted, the road is free to a 
better world, and indeed, the offer is there today to build 
such a world.
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